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AZ APIC Spring Training Show March 7th 2020



Very nice 3.5 inch Jaqueline 
Kennedy First Lady Pin



Attractive Taft pipe. 
Excellent.



Quite scarce FDR watch fob with wonderful graphics. 
1933 Century of Progress



Very Nice Al Smith license attachment.
Little wear in lower left corner but

otherwise excellent.



Really nice early campaign oddity. This is a jugate stamp for Harrison 
and Morton that also looks great in a frame as a medal. These are 

quite rare in this condition.



Absolute 1964 classic 
jugate flasher, quite scarce 

and has auctioned quite 
high.



Nice Hoover toby mug. Great display
item and can be matched to a Smith

mate.



Classic JFK pin from the Berlin 
speech. These all have some 

cello issues at edge and often 
staining. This one better than 

most.



Wonderful graphic multigate
poster for Dewey and Bricker. 

This is a PA item.



These 14 6 inch buttons will be split into two lots 
of 7 pins each at the show. 

The high bidder can take there pick of the 2 groups
or they can take both at the bid price.



Nice 2 1/8 inch Hoover Motor 
Corps pin. 

Interesting as this is Women’s 
division and this was very 

early in women being able to 
vote.



Excellent Truman Press and Radio ribbon for a single 
day event Oct 29, 1952



Rare Goldwater poster. 17x23 
inches with a few staple holes 

but scarce image!



Here is another classic 1964 6 
inch Senate pin for Bobby

Kennedy. This one routinely 
auctions in the $400-$500 
range. Excellent condition.



Superb 7/8 inch TR rough rider on period 
ribbon backing. Attractive!



FDR Man of the Hour clock.



Really scarce Lafollette 
Wheeler litho jugate.



Excellent Alf Landon Governor 
poster. Sold for well over $200 

in Anderson



Nice 1.75 inch early Peace Walk pin. 



Rare Smith 
Robinson Club 

oval litho.

Excellent



Scarce 1 inch sepia cello 
coattail from MO.

Excellent



Rare 1936 Landon Notification Knox VP Press ribbon


